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the company
Forme d’Acqua Venice Fountains specializes in the 

creation of fountains, water features and water 
gardens.

Design, innovation and constant research allow us 

to offer innovative products and effective technical 

and plant solutions for the creation of sustainable 
fountains that last over time.

Forme d’Acqua builds fountains able to excite and 
enhance the spaces where they are.

People choose us in the international market, 
because of our custom-made design and our ability 

to work, from public spaces dynamic fl oor fountains, 

to the small water wall for an exclusive kitchen.

We are working in Italy, Europe, Middle East and 

Africa, directly following the design, supplying all 

components, installation and testing, 

with the release of the test certifi cate and related 

declarations of conformity.

Forme d’Acqua believes in a long lasting beauty and 

that is why the fountains we produce are guaranteed 
for 3 years.

To offer this, we carefully choose our partners, follows 

and controls each project in all its phases, schedule 

with the customer the maintenance and remote 
assistance.

Forme d’Acqua strongly believes in people and 

continuously invests in the company’s team. 

We develop skills and increase the personality 

and awareness, of all people included in the different 

work processes.



artistic

We manufacture and 

install choreographic 
fountains, infi nity pool, 
water walls
and water features. 

fountains

A wide range of materials 

is used, such as steel, 
technical glass, artistic 
Murano glass, stone, 
marble, metallic mesh, 
wood and innovative

materials such as 

thermoforming plastic 

materials.

Forme d’Acqua plans and realises custom made artistic 
fountains, for indoor and outdoor spaces.  

They are unique works, made with fi ne materials and artisanal 

refi nement in which creativity and italian design are 

combined with a taste for experimentation and innovation.
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le sirene

fountains 

indoor collection

Forme d’Acqua is specialized in the realization of 

dancing and musical fountains, used to embellish and

characterize public and private outdoor spaces 

of any dimension.

They combine the beauty of water movements to the 

charm of a musical and luminous choreographies,
creating a unique and exciting show. 

An unforgettable experience you’ll be able to offer to 

your guests and customers.

Extremely compact and silent, they have an integrated 

and invisible operating system.

An intuitive dedicated web interface allows you to 

check and manage all their functions, directly from 

smartphone and tablet, including the possibility of

listen to music or receive messages that inform 

about their status.

dancing and music

Le Sirene are a new concept of interactive, highly 

technological and sustainable indoor fountains.

Water fl ows over unique surfaces made of marble and 

hand made artistic glass. This make of them exclusi-

ve pieces of furniture. They have an essential design 

and they combine water with the facinating power of 

sound. They interact with those who are approaching, 

generating a unique sensory experience.



outdoor design
Forme d’ Acqua designs 

and builds on-the-ground, 

roof and vertical gardens 
and parks.

We project and realize 

customized indoor 

and outdoor decorative 

static elements, realized 

in different materials. 

We install Murano Glass 

artistic works.

landscaping and installation
We deal with the complete management of green 

spaces: the selection of vegetation, 

the creation of irrigation and lighting system,

realization of pools and water games 

and the creation of integrated fog systems, 

to create evocative sets.

We realize natural lakes 
for plants and fishes 

with sponges 

and active coals 

fi ltration system 

and we sterilize water 

with self-cleaning UV 

rays lamps.

We also offer the “Oase 

pure water” warranty, 

a certifi cation that 

guarantees the purity of 

your water. 
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products and services

Low-voltage LED 

electrical systems, 
featuring different

sensors. 

Design and realization of 

automatic irrigation 
systems and saving

water and electric plants. 

Techinical, architectural 

and plant consultancy 

to designers and 
architects. 

Design, installation and 

maintenance of 

choreographic 

or refreshment

fogger systems.

Inspection and 

maintenance of hydraulic 
and electrical systems,
i.e. pumps, nozzles, 

fountain fi lters, natural 

pond fi lters and 

low-voltage lighting. 

Installation of high-tech 
remote systems. 

consultancy, home automation, MEP
We project and realize 

MEP plants (Mechanical, 

Electrical, Plumbing), 

architectural details 

and special pieces.



forme d’acqua the method
1. Briefi ng with our customer
We meet our customers and get to know their project, 

we consider together its strengths and critical points 
and suggest the most effective and sustainable 

architectural, technical and plant solutions. 

2. Detailed technical quote
We analyze the project and develop it, proposing 

the most suitable architectural, technical 
and plant solutions. 
We develop a detailed and explanatory quote of 

everything is needed to realise a project. 

3. Design
We design all technological systems: MEP systems, 

architectural details and special pieces.

We design systems that make our fountains 

durable over time, respecting the design 

and beauty of the project.

4. Planning
We plan and organize each stage of realization, 

processing and installation, to guarantee compliance 

with the terms of delivery and site work. 

5. Quality 
We create our fountains using highly functional and 
aesthetic materials, highly effi cient German technology 

and Italian design.

Our suppliers are carefully selected and they all are our 

historical partners.
We collaborate with specialised craftsmen, who share 

with us professionalism, mutual trust, and attention for 

details and fi nishes. 

6. Turnkey realization
We follow our clients and their project in all its phases, 

from the drawing to the construction site. 

We personally install and test our fountains .

7. Assistance and after sale support
Our responsibility continues even after the delivery.

It is fundamental for us to take care of the relationship 

of trust that we established with our clients, even after 

the project ends, giving them technical assistance and 

support. 

 

8. Warranty
Our fountains have a three-years warranty.

The planning, check and care of our realizations start 

from their ideation, it continues with the installation 
and support to the customer also after the sale. 
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gianluca orazio company owner
He works to develop the brand “Forme d’Acqua” and coordinates the technical 

and sales areas. Born as a versatile craftsman, he followed his entrepreneurial 

nature and the pleasure for new challenges, taking the brand Forme d’Acqua 

beyond national borders. He is extremely attached to his original values: 

craftsmanship, attention to detail, quality care and attention to the customer.

paola orazio administrative department
Co-owner and manager for the fi nancial and administrative department, 

she is in charge of investments and guarantee all strategies and projects.

She deals with the economical administration and the regulatory fulfi llments 

also in terms of safety.

andrea bottan technical director
Supervisor for all technical and productive aspects, he coordinates the human and 

technological resources to guarantee quality criteria, provide high level services 

and respect delivery time.

He follows the technical planning of all systems.

smart peopleteam

roberta dei rossi administrative department
She is in charge of administration and accounting. 

She manages the relations with institutions, customers, suppliers and employees, 

with a constant and effi cient interface.



Partner of Forme d’Acqua for many years, she deals with planning and design of 

outdoor and indoor spaces. She develops executive projects, 

studying all architectural and technical details. 

mattia mian press and communication
He handles the company communication and all the related activities, such as the 

creation of materials and press releases and the social media management. 

He follows press contacts and public relations.

ilaria targhetta export
She is responsible of the Export department.  She builds and curates our network 

of international contacts. 

She also coordinates the realization of international projects, and organizes 

business mission in European and Extra-european countries.

andrea di costanzo senior plumber
He coordinates the realization of our fountains.

He is responsible for the assembly, installation and maintenance phases.

simona marta favrin architect and designer - favrindesign
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He deals with the realization of the fountain systems.

He follows the construction site in all its phases and coordinates the assembly, 

installation and maintenance.

raffaele franzato metalworker - franzato gianni
Partner of Forme d’acqua, specialist in metal working, with technologically 

advanced machines and artisanal attention for details.

arnaldo enzo home automation - arentech 
Partner of Forme d’Acqua he follows the planning, programming and installation 

of the technological and electronic systems of our fountains and water games.

He is specialized in the management of WEPS software, used to realise the scene 

and musical designs of our dancing water fountains.

elia orazio electrician and programmer
He is fi nishing his studies to become an electrician. 

An expert in music, he is specialized in the management of WEPS software used 

to realise the scenic and musical design of our dancing water fountains.

riccardo valleri senior plumber



special projects
“A smooth and black monster, big snake-bodied and 

horse-headed”. This is the awful vision that could 

appear to anyone looking from Punta della Dogana. 

According to the legend, a dreadful creature, similar 

to a huge sea snake, hides in a hollow beneath this 

place, surely one of the most panoramic and evocative 

locations in Venice.

The monster is a dynamic work: through a complex e

innovative technological system that moves the “breath

of water” in synergy with LED lighting, the creature 

comes to life, his heart throbs and his voice begins

to resonate.

the lagoon monster

The lagoon monster is the maximum expression 

of the passion and high professionalism used by 

Forme d’Acqua to realise its works and interprets 
the thought of designers and architects.

This artistic fountain inspired by the venetian legends 

told by Alberto Toso Fei, with Jean Blanchaert’s 

cultural consulting, touched in his travels some 

facinating places like the Basilica Cistern in Istanbul.

“Murano Oggi”, curated by Gabriella Belli and Chiara 

Squarcina

Museo del Vetro di Murano, Murano - 2017 

“Glass. Arte del vetro oggi”, curated by J. Blanchaert 

Villa dei Vescovi - FAI, Luvigliano, Padova - 2016 

“L’arte del vetro oggi in Italia”, curated by J. Blanchaert 

Villa Necchi Campiglio – FAI, Milano – 2015

Bologna Water Design, curated by Mosca&Partners

ex Ospedale dei Bastardini, Bologna – 2013

“Il mostro della laguna” 

Cisterna-basilica Yerebatan Sarnici, Istanbul - 2012

“Il mostro della laguna” 

Museo di Arte, Ravenna - 2011

“Temibili voci dal profondo” curated by J. Blanchaert 

Pubblicazione, ArteDossier, diretta da P. Daverio - 2011 

“Meridiano Acqua, Meridiano Fuoco”

Magazzini del Sale, Punta della Dogana, Venice - 2011

“Il mostro della laguna” curated by Forme d’Acqua

Tenuta Agricola di Cavallino Treporti, Venezia - 2011

www.ilmostrodellalaguna.it

the stages

Work of art and of high 

craftsmanship, it is drawn 

by Simona M. Favrin, an 

architect who collaborates 

with Forme d’Acqua.

His scaled armor of glass, 

is handmade in the island 

of Murano by the glass 

Master Nicola Moretti, 
also a partner of Forme 

d’Acqua. 

His deep voice, which 

re-emerges from the ab-

ysses of the sea, has been 

conceived by 

Romina Salvadori, 

Emanuele Wiltsch Barberio 

and Massimiliano Lupo 

with Fulvio A.T. Renzi. 

The eletronic heart is 

realised by Arnaldo Enzo.
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references

are you a designer? 
Contact us to analyze your project: we will evaluate it together with you, to identify 

the most effective and sustainable architectural, technical and plant solutions 
to realize it. We give constant advice and technical assistance, from the project 

to the building site, we develop the executive design of the technological systems 

(mechanical, electrical and plumbing - MEP) and we support you during the 

construction and installation phases at the building site. We can realize projects of 

any size and budget: the experience gained over many years of work, has given us 

transversal skills that let us solve any kind of problem. 

we had the pleasure to work with

are you a company? 
We design and create fountains and artistic installations that can enrich the 

environments they are located in. They create excitment and make unforgettable
the space that represents you or the place where you welcome your customers. 

We follow all stages of realization, always giving security and assistance, even 

with the after-sales service.

are you a private citizen? 
Contact us to embellish your home, your villa or the space you love the most, with a 

project designed and custom made for you. 

We realize your ideas with creativity and professionalism, following and controlling 

your project in all its phases, from design, to construction and installation.

Camping Garden Paradiso, Venice, Italy (Alfi o Zamuner); Camping Marina di Venezia, 

Venice, Italy (Marco Mainardi); Camping Union Lido, Venice, Italy (Claudio Zanetti); Cefl a, 

Constantine, Algeria; Cracknell Studio, Dubai, United Arab Emirates (Maarten Venter); 

DFA partners, Milan, Italy (Andrea Lapasini); Falcon Group, Erbil, Iraq (Nail Y. Mustafa); 

Garden Peraga, Mercenasco, Italy (Loredana Peraga); Giardini Colla, Milan, Italy (Daniele 

Colla); Fondazione Marzotto, Jesolo, Italy (Daniele Saltarel); Matteo Thun – Luca Colombo, 

Milan, Italy (Luca Colombo / Lev - Arch); Oase – Tagsap, Kish, Iran (Mohammad Reza 

Sadeghi); Palazzo Molin dei Cuoridoro, Venice, Italy (Alvise Canal); Quellenhof Hotel, 

Merano, South Tyrol, Italy (Heinrich Dorfer); Senato Hotel Milano, Milan, Italy (Alessandro 

d’Andrea); Setten Genesio SpA, Mestre, Italy (Paolo Ballarin); Smania SpA, Sottomarina, 

Italy (Alessandro Briani); Studio Antonio Citterio e Patricia Viel, Milan, Italy (Patricia Viel); 

Studio Dedalo Architettura, Turin, Italy (Carlo Ostorero); Università La Sapienza, Dubai, 

United Arab Emirates (Marco Casini); Verde Progetto, Verona, Italy (Adriana Pedrotti)    




